How Can the Rhode Island Energy Aggregation Program Help You Manage Your Town’s Energy Budget?

The Rhode Island League of Cities and Towns chose Constellation and PowerOptions as their endorsed energy supplier to provide value to members like you. Rhode Island League members can benefit from a fully-vetted and negotiated electric supply and solar programs, which can help you manage energy costs in new and powerful ways to achieve budget certainty, cost savings and financial protection. Constellation and PowerOptions also provide Rhode Island League members with educational materials and a dedicated focus on serving cities and towns across the state.

Why Choose Rhode Island Energy Aggregation Program?

- Access to exclusive Rhode Island League Participant Agreement, negotiated and vetted by the league and PowerOptions on behalf of its members
- Prenegotiated power supply arrangements specifically designed for municipalities, which include unique protections against added or unexpected cost
- Benefit from solar opportunities by leveraging the size of the League’s program
- Manage your budget and track usage and billing using Constellation’s broad range of integrated energy solutions
- Lock-in competitive prices for short- or long-term energy contracts
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- Dedicated Rhode Island League, PowerOptions and Constellation staff available to assist with any energy-related requests
- Regular updates on current energy market, industry and regulatory issues

Now's the Time to Proactively Manage Your Energy Budget

Energy has become one of the top five expenses for towns and cities, no matter what size. Today more cities and towns are looking to Constellation and PowerOptions to develop energy strategies to help manage these costs. Whether your town is looking for cost certainty with a fixed price solution, access to real-time market pricing with an index solution, or a more complex risk mitigation strategy, the Rhode Island Energy Aggregation Program can offer customized solutions for your municipality.

Constellation is a leading competitive retail and wholesale supplier of power, natural gas, and energy products and services across the continental United States. Constellation’s family of retail businesses serves residential, public sector and business customers, including more than two-thirds of the Fortune 100.

PowerOptions is the largest energy-buying consortium in New England, serving more than 400 nonprofit and public entity members across Rhode Island, Connecticut and Massachusetts. A nonprofit serving other nonprofits, for 20 years PowerOptions’ mission has been to save members time and money so they can focus resources on their own communities. For more information, visit poweroptions.org

Subscribe to Our Communications

Sign up to receive news and updates to help you manage your energy strategy. Included are monthly market intel webinar invitations, blog updates, storage reports, monthly market intel newsletters and more. Sign up now at constellation.com/subscribe

Contact Us Today!

Interested in learning more about the Rhode Island Energy Aggregation Program? Visit associations.constellation.com/RILCT, or contact one of our Rhode Island Energy Aggregation Program representatives below.
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